Abstract. Usually the synthesis of two-dimensional and one-dimensional discrete ordinate calculations is used to evaluate neutron fluence on VVER-1000 reactor pressure vessel (RPV) for prognosis of radiation embrittlement. But there are some cases when this approach is not applicable. For example the latest projects of VVER-1000 have upgraded surveillance program. Containers with surveillance specimens are located on the inner surface of RPV with fast neutron flux maximum. Therefore, the synthesis approach is not suitable enough for calculation of local disturbance of neutron field in RPV inner surface behind the surveillance specimens because of their complicated and heterogeneous structure. In some cases the VVER-1000 core loading consists of fuel assemblies with different fuel height and the applicability of synthesis approach is also ambiguous for these fuel cycles. Also, the synthesis approach is not enough correct for the neutron fluence estimation at the RPV area above core top. Because of these reasons only the 3D neutron transport codes seem to be satisfactory for calculation of neutron fluence on the VVER-1000 RPV. The direct 3D calculations are also recommended by modern regulations.
EPJ Web of Conferences can be also solved. The possibility to calculate spectra/doses in a void outside KATRIN geometry is also implemented (for neutral particles only).
Two variants of the second-order of accuracy adaptive weighted diamond difference scheme (AWDD scheme [3] ) for spatial and angular variables are implemented: a) standard; b) with additional monotonization at strong material discontinuities. The AWDD scheme is also used for approximation of the continuous slowing-down term in solving the charged particle transport problems.
The P1 Synthetic Acceleration (P1SA) scheme for acceleration of inner iterations convergence, consistent with the WDD scheme, is implemented [4] . The consistent P1SA scheme for acceleration of fission upscattering iterations convergence in solving subcritical problems and thermal upscattering iterations convergence with the use of the estimated by Fourier analysis spectrum shape function for homogenized problem is also implemented. For solving the P1SA system for acceleration corrections the cyclic splitting-up method is used.
Parallelization of KATRIN code is performed via a 2-D spatial decomposition in x,y/r, transverse section of the problem geometry, which retains the ability to invert the source iteration equation in a single sweep (the KBA algorithm). The solving of the P1 system for acceleration corrections is parallelized by performing the array of through-computation runs in parallel. Calculation of the scattering integral is parallelized in circular variable.
The code works both with symmetrical and asymmetrical angular meshes, a module that generates suitable quadrature meshes (ES n type [5] , Gauss-Chebychev and composite S n type (the last quadrature can be used in the case when it is necessary to give more nodes in the desirable angular direction)) is included in KATRIN. The number of discrete ordinates directions and the order of the P L approximation can vary in energy groups.
All calculations have been done in P 3 S 8 approximation using BGL1000_B7 [6] problemoriented nuclear data library (47 neutron groups) based on ENDF/B-VII.0. Cross-section library IRDF-2002 [7] and daily reactor power history were used for evaluation of neutron dosimeters activities.
Problem's geometry and materials are setting up by combinatorial geometry module. To perform the calculations detailed 3D model of VVER-1000/320 was created. This calculation model contains detailed description of reactor constructions including reactor core, internals, surveillance specimen's assemblies and ex-vessel cavity. Examples of the VVER-1000 combinatorial model with surveillance assemblies on the RPV are shown in Fig. 1 . Combinatorial model is approximated by three-dimensional R--Z grid using ConDat converter [8] . The size of R--Z grid for VVER-1000 ( Fig. 1 ) is about 310 × 120 × 520. One of the most important features of code KATRIN is using volume fraction (VF) method that enables to keep the local mass and source balance during approximation of the actual reactor geometry and pin-by-pin neutron source.
Testing of Russian 3D Code KATRIN for Fast Neutron Fluence Calculation on RPV of VVER-1000

Comparison with Surveillance Specimens Dosimetry Results
The KATRIN calculations were tested with the latest VVER-1000 RPV dosimetry results. The most important experimental results which were used for validation are the activity measurements of the neutron dosimeters and fragments of specimens from surveillance assemblies irradiated during 5 years on the RPV inner surface. It is the first time the experimental data from surveillance capsules, irradiated close to the inner surface of RPV, have been obtained in Russia.
Locations of specimens and Neutron Dosimeters (ND) in surveillance containers are shown in Fig. 2 . Measurements of neutron dosimeters activity and "retrospective" dosimetry measurements of 54 Mn activity accumulated in each irradiated specimen has been done in Kurchatov Institute. Comparison th ISRD of calculated and experimental (C/E) activities of ND is shown in Tables 1-3 . Very good agreement between measurements and calculations is observed for all kinds of dosimeters. For most ND C/E value is within 2 error limits of dosimeters measurements.
03011-p.3 
Comparison with Ex-Vessel Measurements
Ex-vessel measurements for neutron fluence monitoring on RPV are recommended by Russian norms. The results of several ex-vessel measurements which were carried out on Russian VVER-1000 reactors were used for testing the KATRIN calculations. Ex-vessel measurements provide 60-degree azimuth distributions of neutron dosimeters activity at the level of RPV welds and base metal. Axial distributions at the maximum region are optional. th ISRD In the framework of international experiment carried out at unit 3 of Balakovo NPP [9] the following ND were irradiated on the outer surface of RPV:
93 Nb(n,n ),
237 Np(n,f), 238 U (n, f ). Measurements have been carried out in several laboratories from different countries.
Comparison of calculated and experimental activities of different ND is shown in Figs. 3-5 . Minimum, maximum and average C/E ratios for different kind of neutron dosimeters are shown in Table 4 . On average the agreement for all ND is sufficient and difference between calculations and experiment do not exceed ± 7%.
03011-p.5 The similar technology is applied for regular ex-vessel monitoring of Russian VVER-1000 reactors. The regular ND sets consists of iron and niobium dosimeters.
In the paper comparison of KATRIN calculations with experimental data, obtained in such measurements in two cycles at Balakovo NPP has been done. ND activity were measured in Kurchatov Institute. Azimuthal distributions of calculated and measured activities of iron and niobium dosimeters are shown in Figs. 6, 7.
For iron dosimeters C/E ratio is ranging from 0.99 to 1.06 (in average 1.06). For niobium dosimeters C/E ratio is ranging from 0.92 to 1.01 (in average 0.94). Comparison shows good agreement between calculated and experimental ND activities and C/E ratio is comparable to 2 error limits of dosimeters measurements. th ISRD
Conclusion
The testing of Russian 3D code KATRIN for fast neutron fluence calculation on RPV is presented. KATRIN calculations have been compared with ex-vessel measurements at VVER-1000 and with the experimental results obtained for the first time in the surveillance assemblies irradiated close to inner surface of VVER-1000 RPV.
All the comparisons show very good agreement of calculation and experimental results. For most neutron dosimeters C/E value is within 5-8%. This value is comparable to 2 error limits of dosimeters measurements and is much less than theoretical uncertainty of fast neutron fluence calculation (about 20%) [10] .
Thus, the results obtained in this work confirmed the importance and necessity of regular ex-vessel activation measurements at VVER reactors and showed important role of experimental data comes from surveillance assemblies irradiated near vessel wall for approval of neutron fluence calculations at vessel. This conclusion is also compatible with modern Russian regulations, which deal with fast neutron fluence calculation approach.
It shall be noted that in spite of a great significance of the experimental results obtained at operating NPPs for more adequate validation of calculation of fast neutron flux on the reactor vessel using code KATRIN with regard of the applied approximations of the discrete ordinate method, it is reasonable to carry out comparison with the calculation results by Monte Carlo method. Some results of such comparison are presented in [11] .
